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Welcome to the first edition of the SmartAgri Barometer
of 2018/2019

T

he rain of the past few weeks
was a welcome relief to a
drought stricken Western
Cape. And with the rain the impact
of the drought and climate change
was “softened” – but we should
never forget the “new normal”
and once more our SmartAgri
plan and its implementation has
become even more topical and all
agricultural stakeholders should
join forces in a concerted effort to
make our province, and our sector,
more climate change resilient.

Conservation Agriculture Western
Capes’ annual conference in
August, listen to “Die Kwik Styg”,
explore the CCC carbon calculator
to manage your carbon footprint
on farm, read about the Economic
Risks and Opportunities of Climate
Change Resilience in the Western
Cape, improve your cooking skills
with recipes on alternative crops,
and many more.

For those who have not read
about the SmartAgri plan, or
seen our previous editions of
In this edition, we bring you once SmartAgri Barometer, please visit
again a basket of climate smart www.greenagri.org.za. or www.
articles and we hope you enjoy elsenburg.com.
the read. Please do not miss the

The Economic Risks and
Opportunities of Climate
Change Resilience in the
Western Cape
he Western Cape Government (WCG) Department of Environmental Affairs and Development
Planning (DEA&DP) recently commissioned an assessment of the potential economic impacts
of climate change to inform decision-making. The outcomes of this research are presented in
three reports:

T
1.

A summary report of 2.
economic
modelling
showing the economic
impacts on the Western
Cape
under
various
future climate change
impact scenarios and
various levels of climate
change response from
the WCG [https://www.
w e s t e r n c a p e . g o v.
za/eadp/files/atoms/
files/Modelling%20
S u m m a r y % 2 0
Report%20Dec%20
2017_0.pdf];		

A summary report of a 3.
Cost-Benefit Analysis
of
various
planned
WCG
projects
that
incorporate
climate
change response [https://
www.westerncape.gov.
za/eadp/files/atoms/files/
CBA%20Summary%20
Report%20May%20
2018.pdf];		

Some key messages and scenarios from
the analysis include:
•
•

By investing in improved climate
resilience, the Western Cape economy
could be 33% better-off in 2040 than if the
province does not adapt to the impacts of
climate change (i.e. the baseline; failure
to invest adequately in adapting to climate
change could result in the Western
Cape’s GDP contracting by more than
17% by 2040; whilst effective investment
in enhancing climate resilience could
boost the province’s GDP by more than

•

•

A final consolidated report
outlining the economic
risks and opportunities
of developing climate
resilience
in
the
Western Cape [https://
w w w. w e s t e r n c a p e .
g o v. z a / e a d p / f i l e s /
atoms/files/Final%20
Consolidated%20
Report%20May%202018.
pdf].			

15% above the no-adaptation baseline
by 2040);
Employment levels in the Western Cape
could increase by as much as 12.4% by
2040 above the baseline, if the province
leads in adapting to climate change;
By becoming a national leader in climate
resilience, the Western Cape can
increase its competitive advantage and
so limit price increases;
With enhanced climate resilience,
regional exports from the Western
Cape could increase by 6.4% above the
baseline by 2040;

•

•

•

A more climate resilient province will
result in a lower cost of living and better
quality of life for the Western Cape’s
people;
Investment in climate resilience will
secure the Western Cape’s place in an
increasingly carbon-constrained global
economy;
Cost-effective climate change responses
are being implemented across a wide

range of Western Cape Government
departments, highlighting that reducing
climate change risks is a province-wide
and multi-sectoral responsibility.
For more information, contact Frances.
vanderMerwe@westerncape.gov.za

“DIE KWIK STYG”
MAAK SY MERK OP
RSG
18 Mei: Louw Pienaar – droogte en sy
ekonomiese impak
25 Mei: Louw Pienaar – droogte en sy sosiale
n ons vorige SmartAgri Barometer is die impak
nuwe weeklikse program “Die Kwik Styg” 1 Junie: Joan Isham – Wêreld Omgewingsdag
oor klimaatsverandering en die gevolge (5 Junie) en die werk van WWF rondom
daarvan vir mens, dier, die omgewing en die klimaatsverandering
landboubedryf aangekondig. Dit het op 6 April 8 Junie: Dr Mike Wallace en FC Basson – die
2018 afgeskop en word Vrydae om 12:45 op gebruik van tegnologie in Landbou
RSG uitgesaai en gaan vir 52 weke interessante 15 Junie: Prof Lucia Anelich –
onderwerpe bespreek met ‘n verskeidenheid van klimaatsverandering en voedselveiligheid
22 Junie: Anton Rabe – klimaatsverandering en
kenners as ateljee gaste.
die Suid-Arikaanse vrugtemandjie
Aanbieder Lizma van Zyl gesels in die reeks 29 Junie: Lorraine Kuun en twee leerders oor
met mense van regoor die spektrum gesels en die insluiting van klimaatsverandering in die
kennerswenke inwin oor toepaslike maatreëls skool sillabus
om Suid-Afrika meer klimaatsveerkragtig te
Die reeks word deur die department geproduseer
maak.
en befonds, en vervaardig deur Lindsay Johnson
Die volgende programme is reeds uitgesaai: van Crossfade Studios.
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6 April: Dr Peter Johnson -klimaatsverandering
en die weer
13 April: Andre Roux – inligting oor water en 		
water infrastruktuur
20 April: Andre Roux – huishoudelike 			
waterbesparings
27 April: Prof Guy Midgley – die Wêreld
Ekonomiese Forum en klimaatsverandering as
een van die top 5 risikos in die wêreld
4 Mei: Francis Steyn - LandCare
11 Mei: Gerhard Schutte – vleis verbruik en
klimaatsverandering

Meer inligting oor die programreeks is
beskikbaar op www.rsg.co.za en die uitsendings
kan ook afgelaai word onder “potgooi” (onder
die programhofie – “middag op RSG”).
Belangstellendes kan ook vir Dr Trautmann
kontak by ilset@elsenburg.com vir meer
besonderhede.

Update on drought conditions in the
Western Cape
André Roux Pr Eng

he rain received during May and June
resulted in a marked improvement in the
dam levels of the major storage dams in
the Cape Winelands and West Coast districts
when compared to the situation last year.

T

Cape have not received much rain and the grain
crops require rain soon.

Unfortunately some areas in the province
have not received relief as yet and the Karoo,
Klein Karoo, Boesmanland and Langkloof still
The Theewaterskloof Dam, the biggest dam in anxiously await rain. It must be remembered
the province, reached 34.2% on 2 July 2018 that it take a few months after rain for the veld to
compared to only 19.2% at the same time last year. recover and stock farmers are still in a situation
The corresponding numbers for the other major where support with the purchasing of fodder is
storage dams is: Bergriver (78.2% vs 35.4%), required.
Voëlvlei (44.7% vs 35.4%), Wemmershoek
(79.3% vs 37.0%), Greater Brandvlei (27.1% vs Although we have a much improved situation in
the dam levels mentioned above, the danger is
19.5%) and Clanwilliam (67.7% vs 19.0%).
that water users relax and become complacent
Unfortunately the levels in most farm dams do due to perceived impressions that the drought is
not show the same improvement as yet and over and we can return to the pre-drought water
continued good rains during the rest of the winter use patterns. In view of the impacts of climate
months that results in more runoff is required for change we need to permanently change our
these dams to recover. In some areas the water attitude towards our very limited water resources
in farm dams complement the water obtained and adapt the current water use patterns as
from other sources such as irrigation schemes, the “new normal”. We need to increase our
but in many cases the water stored in these resilience to be able to deal with the more severe
dams are the only water resources available to climate events expected in the future and the
the farming enterprises.
experiences of the 2015/17 drought must be
used to improve our water use efficiency, both in
The grain producing areas of the Swartland also terms of agricultural as well as urban water use.
received good rains and should follow-up rain fall
timeously during the rest of the season, a good
crop can be expected. The Rûens and Southern

ALTERNATIVE CROPS THE HEROES AT
CHEESE FESTIVAL 2018 – A PEEP INTO
THE CAPE MADE KITCHEN

T

he Alternative Crops Fund (ACF) of the
Western Cape Department of Agriculture
(refer to article in the Agriprobe, Vol 14,
No 3 “ACF supports climate smart production,
job creation and economic growth – a progress
report) has just concluded its fourth round of
funding and the impact of the fund has been
widely acknowledged by all the smaller industries
receiving support.
In a South African first, the Western Cape
Department of Agriculture launched a R3 million
per annum dedicated research fund in 2014 to
boost exports and bolster land reform around
the province’s alternative crops. Alternative,
smaller crops include cherries, berries, fynbos,
honeybush and pomegranates, to name but a
few. These crops have high market value and are
export-orientated. Alternative crops are mostly
water smart and would therefore be preferred
crops against the current, and most probable,
dryer and even continued drought conditions in
the Western Cape and the rest of South Africa.
Promoting alternative crops is also one of the
proposed actions of the SmartAgri plan. Over
the past four financial years of implementation
an amount of R6,9 million was paid out to these

industries to address
their most important
research needs and a
significant impact was
made. More information on this will be available
in the June 2018 edition of Agriprobe (in print).
To showcase alternative crops and products,
the WCDoA partnered with Agri-Expo in 2015
to launch the Cape Made Pavilion at the Annual
South African Cheese Festival. This was a roaring
success! But in order to take this to another level,
the Cape Made Kitchen was launched in 2016,
where these crops and products were used in
an interactive Kitchen hosted by the Institute
of Culinary Arts and The Private Hotel School.
During the past 3 years, festival goers packed
the kitchen and went home with not only more
information on these crops and products, but
also a recipe book to bring these products into
the home kitchen.
Please visit our website at www.elsenburg.com
and click on Resource Library – Cape Made
Taste the Alternatives. The recipe books of the
past three years can be downloaded here. Happy
reading and cooking!!

Quantify and understand your carbon
emissions risk with CCC
Anél Blignaut: Project Manager Confronting Climate Change Initiative
n a recent talk by Bun Booyens summarised
• Look at the consumption figures (e.g.
in the Hortgro Technical Symposium Summary
electricity used per kg of fruit produced
Report (2018) he said that one of the traits of
or per ha) and compare your business
successful farmers is that they understand risk.
with the benchmark for your region and
He added that the most crucial characteristic
commodity.
mega farmers share, is that they understand 4. Communicate the results of your carbon
and can quantify risk.
footprint analysis within your organisation and
incorporate the results in your management
The Confronting Climate Change carbon
tools.
calculator is one such tool that assists a farmer 5. Address the hotspots within your organisation
to understand, manage and potentially reduce
implementing
improved
efficiency
by
risk.
measures and targets through improved
management and operational control and/or
How to reduce your carbon emissions risk
new technology where applicable and where
with the CCC tool?
the budget allows.
6. Don’t forget to think out of the box! Change
1. You must spend some time and effort in
the paradigm and aim to be innovative in your
measuring your inputs. If you put the right
approach to adapt to climate change.
systems in place and measure monthly, it
will become a way of doing things and not a A practical example
burden.
2. Enter your data in the CCC carbon footprint For water-scarce countries like South Africa,
calculator.
irrigation is critical, and with most of the electricity
3. Read and analyse the detailed carbon used for pumping being carbon emission intense
emissions report provided once you have irrigation is an important contributor to a farm’s
carbon footprint. Therefore, improving water
entered all your data correctly.
• Look at your carbon emissions figure and management on farms not only has the potential
compare it with the benchmark given in to save water, but also helps reduce operating
the report for your commodity and your costs and carbon emissions.
region.
• Look at the individual inputs to your To help farmers access these savings, Koos
business and learn from the report what Bouwer, of Koos Bouwer Consulting, provides
percentage they attribute to your total his insight into the opportunities for savings
carbon emissions. Start to manage those obtained during an assessment of irrigation
that cause the highest emissions in your pumping systems on fruit farms.
business.
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1. Determine the optimum amount of water
for each tree or hectare to ensure the right
production output and fruit quality. Too much
water is a waste of water and energy cost!
2. Use a system to monitor soil moisture
content. A study of water flow rates on one
farm has shown that some orchards receive
only 50% of the intended water supply while
other orchards have received 50% more than
target.
3. Reduce evaporation. Improve your irrigation
technology and save up to 40% of water and
related pumping energy.
4. Consider the selection of your pump
and the condition of the pump. The pump
determines the ability to convert electrical
energy into the pressure and flow. The
efficiency of a sample of pumps were tested
and the results show that the pumps use
on average around 30% more energy than
needed for the required head and flow.
5. Larger farms have water distribution
networks where water is pumped from
rivers, boreholes and dams to other dams
or orchards. Sometimes water is pumped
3 times before it reaches the orchard, while
each pumping operation adds to the total
energy consumed. The water distribution
network should be optimized by selecting
the lower energy boreholes and pumps to
do most of the work where possible. This
is a more complex and strategic approach
towards energy optimization and can also be
used to determine the position and sizing of
future dams in the network.

The results obtained from the case studies
discussed above are not visible to most farm
managers and a technical analysis of the
pumping systems are required to identify saving
opportunities. It is however clear that an average
cumulative saving of 30% to 50% on carbon
emissions is possible with improved water
management techniques on farms.
Through the measuring and understanding
of your carbon emissions related to the
pumping of water the CCC calculator
becomes an important tool to manage your
carbon emissions and input costs linked
to irrigation. As mentioned above by Bun
Booyens (Booyens, 2018) – one of the traits
of a successful farmer is a farmer that can
understand and quantify risk.
For a detailed assessment of your irrigation and
energy system, please visit www.kbcindustrial.
co.za or contact Koos Bouwer at bouweb@
orangenet.co.za.
To calculate your carbon emissions, please visit
www.climatefruitandwine.co.za or contact Anél
Blignaut at anel@bluenorth.co.za.
References:
Bouwer, Koos. 2018. Case Study: Reducing
carbon emissions on farms with improved water
management. Unpublished.
Booyens, B. 2018. The traits of a successful
farmer. Summarised by Esté Beerwinkel. Hortgro
Technical Symposium Summary Report 2018.
Pages 15-16. Hortgro, Stellenbosch.
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Since late April good rain was experienced in week during the second week of August 2018.
N S B O ItR was
G E the
/ OItUwill
R consist
S P O NofSaOday
R Sof lectures with national
several areas within theOSwartland.
wettest May in four years. The CA trials at the and international speakers on the 7th of August
Langgewens Research Farm of the Western at Houwhoek Inn and a practical day on the
Cape Department of Agriculture is a pretty picture 8th of August at the Tygerhoek Research Farm
near Riviersonderend (Southern Cape). The
and production potential looks very promising.
programme is presented in conjunction with
The situation looks rather different in the Southern Landbouweekblad. Translation services will
Cape, where only 15mm to 18mm of rain was be available on the day of lectures for English
recorded at the research sites in Riversdale and attendees.
the Napky area near Swellendam. The conditions
at these two sites are very similar to what we
experienced in 2016. Hopefully this picture will
change in the next two or three weeks.

Konferensie dag - Conference day
AUGUSTUS

07
AUGUST

Houwhoek Inn
Grabouw

Praktiese dag - Practical day
AUGUSTUS

08
AUGUST

KO S T E S / CO S T S

Riviersonderend

Konferensie en Praktiese dag / Conference and Practical day – R800
Studente / Students – R600
Slegs Praktiese dag / Practical day only – R200
Studente / Students – R100

Register Now
Skakel om te registreer / Link to register:
BLWK - CAWC

Tyg e r h o e k
Research Farm

http://qkt.io/9bbSE5

Konferensie dag - 7 Augustus 2018 / Conference day - 7 August 2018
07h45 – 08h50 –
08h55 – 09h05 –
09h05 – 09h15 09h20 – 10h05 –
10h10 – 10h35 –
10h35 – 11h05 –
11h10 – 11h45 –
11h50 – 12h20 –
12h25 – 12h50 –
12h50 – 13h30 –
13h35 – 14h15 –
14h20 – 15h10 –
			
15h10 – 15h15 –
15h15 – 17h00 –

Registration (Coffee & Tea)
Welcome
Scripture and Prayer
Why controlled traffic farming? – Trevor Syme (Farmer from Western Australia)
Local experience with controlled traffic – Hume Schonfeld (Caledon)
Refreshments
Farming in low rainfall - Clint Della Bosca (Farmer and President of WANTFA)
Cover crops and grazing – Izak Dreyer (Farmer from Vrede)
Finding my way in grain production (New Era Farmer) – Andries van der Poll
Lunch
Soil health in pastures – Craig Galloway (Sustainable Agriculture Researcher)
Carbon footprint of wheat production in the Western Cape - Dr Hendrik Smith –
GrainSA & Lorren de Kock – Blue North
Closure
Social

Praktiese dag - 8 Augustus 2018 / Practical day - 8 August 2018
Tygerhoek Navorsingplaas / Tygerhoek Research farm
Riviersonderend
09h00 – 10h00 –
10h00 – 13h00 –
13h00 – 14h00 –
14h00 – 		

Registration
Practical Visits
Light Lunch
Conversation with Trevor Syme and Clint Della Bosca our Australian visitors

Proewe / Trials
•
•
•
•
•
•

Cover and follow-on crops
Disc seeder and pre-emergent herbicides
Boosting Lucerne pasture with other crops
Microbial functional groups
Disc seeder sowing density and fertilizer at plant
Biological approach to crop protection and soil improvement
For more information, contact Dr Johann Strauss at johannst@elsenburg.com

Climate Change Impact Assessment Commissioned
by WC Government
Andrew Partridge (andrewp@elsenburg.com)

I

n a project commissioned by the Western Cape
Government, the economic risks posed by
climate change were assessed and the benefits
of different measures to improve resilience were
compared. This in response to the escalation
of concerns over environmental risk as a result
of climate change as the population is faced
with increased variability and unpredictability of
weather patterns and an increase in both the
frequency and severity of natural disasters.
Through an economic modelling exercise it was
estimated through a range of scenarios that
failure to effectively adapt to climate change
impacts could result in an economic loss of more
than 17% of Gross Domestic Product (GDP),
accompanied with an employment loss of 10%
of the workforce. However, with the correct
response and investment in the green economy,
GDP was estimated to increase by more than
15% resulting in an increase in employment
exceeding 12%.
In order to assess the best responses, projects
which were aimed at improving climate change
resilience were compared in terms of their cost and

a constructed “Human Benefit Index” to measure
projects’ broad socio-economic impacts. An
initial list of 68 projects were screened in order
to identify the projects which are appropriate,
implementable in the near future, scalable and
able to contribute towards key socio-economic
objectives. Of the final list of 16 projects, rooftop
PVs were the best scoring in terms of the benefit
to cost ratio due to the fact that it resulted in net
financial savings through reduced electricity
consumption and hence a “negative cost”. Of the
other 15 projects, the best scoring project was
the Western Cape Department of Agriculture’s
(WCDoA) roll out of Conservation Agriculture.
Overall the report tells a story of the Province
which faces a very real challenge in relation to
the impacts of climate change. However it also
tells a story where, with the right response, the
province could use investment in the green
economy to boost the economy and at the
same time impact positively on broader socioeconomic objectives.

Update
Update on
on the
the climate
climate resilience
resilience project:
project: future
future proofing
proofing
Western
Western Cape
Cape agriculture
agriculture through
through greater
greater resource
resource
efficiency
efficiency and
and improved
improved resilience
resilience to
to climate
climate change
change

T

he Western Cape Department of Agriculture
(WCDoA) has provided a mechanism to
link GreenCape activities to the outcomes
of the SmartAgri project through the Climate
Resilience Project (CRP). This project is
specifically focused on building climate resilience
in small holder farmers through agricultural
extension, with the aim to drive climate resilience
interventions that are relevant, scale-appropriate

and support economic viability. This project is
working in collaboration with the Farmer Support
and Development Programme at the Department
as part of SmartAgri Priority Project 6 - Climate
Smart Agricultural Extension.
The figure below indicates the project activities
(in colour) and progress thus far (solid or dotted
lines), with focus areas and additional notes (in
square boxes).

Figure 1: Activities and
insights for the project
Given that Western Cape smallholder producer
projects have demonstrated a high potential
for improvement in terms of environmental
sustainability, GreenCape, with the assistance
of WCDoA, has developed a survey to assess
the baseline of uptake within a sample of 50
smallholder producers evaluated and prioritised
by the department. The survey evaluates the use
of:
• alternate energy and water sources e.g. solar
energy, groundwater;
• new mechanical solutions and technologies
e.g. solar pumps, electrical fencing,
continuous drip irrigation;
• infrastructure to improve production and
reduce crop/livestock losses e.g. netting,
plastic tunnels, sheds;
• computer and electronic based solutions
(computer software/cellphone apps) to assist
with more efficient farm management e.g.
using satellite data & applications such as
FruitLook; and
• alternative varieties/breeds e.g. growing
drought-resistant crop varieties, drought
resistant livestock breeds.

It also evaluated the farmer’s attitude toward
innovation and new technology through
establishing the extent by which the farmer:
• understands and implements sustainable
agriculture practices e.g. minimum tillage,
cover crops;
• measures, monitors and maintains his
systems and infrastructure;
• implements creative solutions to improve
existing practices and technologies; and
• pro-actively seeks and applies new knowledge
and technology.
Once completed, this information will be used
to select producers and interrogate the financial
viability of appropriate green technologies for the
specific circumstance. This will be done through
the organisation’s links to green technology
suppliers and manufacturers.
For more information on the project, please
contact Cathy Pineo at GreenCape (cathy@
greencape.co.za).

ADAPTATION FUTURES 2018 DELEGATES ON LEARNING
JOURNEY TO LANGGEWENS RESEARCH FARM –
CONSERVATION AGRICULTURE IN ACTION

uring the recent Adaptation Futures
2018 conference held from 18 - 22 June
in Cape Town, a group of 60 delegates
visited the Langgewens Research Farm of the
Western Cape Department of Agriculture on a
Learning Journey, one of the several learning
journeys during the conference.

D

Adaptation Futures is the biennial conference of
the Global Programme of Research on Climate
Change Vulnerability, Impacts and Adaptation
(PROVIA). It is the premiere international climate
change adaptation conference where people
from countries around the world go to connect,
learn and inspire! This conference was the first
of its kind in held in South Africa. The conference
attracted over 1300 scientists, practitioners,
business leaders and policymakers from around
the world. The Western Cape Department of
Agriculture seized the opportunity to present
the SmartAgri project and plan to delegates
from several continents with a specific interest
in climate change adaptation for the agricultural
sector. Prof Midgley and Dr Trautmann engaged
with a receptive audience at both the Learning
Journey and the conference session, where
good discussions were had around SmartAgri. It
is always very insightful and helpful to engage
in dialogue with experts from very diverse
perspectives and regions. Sometimes successful
adaptation interventions can be applied to any
other situation, but sometimes responses to
particular challenges require local solutions and
adjustment. It is important to learn from one

another and question the approaches taken to
make sure that the best possible solutions are
identified and implemented locally.
After a bus journey of 70km to the farm, Arrival
at Langgewens Research Farm, one of the
seven research farms of the Department,
delegates were treated on some fresh fruit and

refreshments, whereafter they were welcomed by
Dr. Ilse Trautmann, Chief Director: Research and
Technology Development. This was followed by a
short presentation by Prof. Stephanie Midgley on
SmartAgri and its six priority projects, including one
on Conservation Agriculture. This link was the focus of
the day – Conservation Agriculture – and Rens Smit,
co-project leader (with Dr Johann Strauss suffering
from a bad flu in bed) then introduced the delegates to
the work on small grains and conservation agricultural
practises over the last 22 years on the farm. A rather
cold and wet walk-and-talk followed where delegates
could see theory in practice. Before the typical
farmers’ day lunch, Sakkie Rust, a farmer who is
successfully practising CA shared his journey with the
delegates. Equipment companies who partner with
the departments’ CA team also shared their learnings
with the group and explained how important it is to
develop equipment that is tailor-made to CA practises
and farmers’ needs.
Happy delegates left the farm with goodie bags full
of information and even a bottle of Elsenburg wine to
remind them of this Learning Journey!

BECOME PART OF THE SMARTAGRI DRIVE
Interested persons who would like to get more information on SmartAgri and its related actions, are
invited to contact Dr Trautmann and Prof Midgley. Please subscribe to the SmartAgri Barometer if
you would like to be updated on a regular basis.
Newsletter compiled by:
Dr Ilse Trautmann (ilset@elsenburg.com)
Prof Stephanie Midgley (stephanie.midgley@gmail.com)
Arie van Ravenswaay (webeditor and designer)
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